SABA (secondary structure assignment program based on only alpha carbons): a novel pseudo center geometrical criterion for accurate assignment of protein secondary structures
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INTRODUCTION

Secondary structures in proteins refer to the highly regular, local sub-structures of helices and strands as suggested in 1951 by Pauling and Corey (1, 2). With the advent of ~65,000 X-ray, NMR and cryo-electron microscopy (EM) determined tertiary protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (3), assigning secondary structure elements is still a prerequisite to the modern structural bioinformatic analysis of multiple protein structures or structure-based sequence alignments. Biologists can manually identify individual secondary structure elements by performing a visual check on tertiary structure coordinates. However, nowadays, automated programs assigning secondary structure elements allow one to bypass this tedious step. For example, DSSP (4), the oldest and the most widely used assignment method, identifies structural elements based on main-chain amide bond nitrogen (N-H) and carbonyl (C=O) hydrogen bonding patterns from the coordinates. Many other computational algorithms have since been developed, including STRIDE (5), DEFINE (6), P-SEA (7), KAKSI (8), P-CURVE (9), XTLSSTR (10), ECSTR (11), SEGNO (12), and VoTAP (13), all of which rely on geometrical features of the helices and the strands for identification. By comparing these programs, scientists have noticed that their results often disagree regarding the lengths of the assigned secondary structures. However, many acknowledge that the combination of algorithms produces reliable results that approach those of manual inspection (14, 15).

Due to two main reasons, there have been efforts to develop secondary structure assignment algorithms using limited Cα information with high accuracy in order to enhance the speed of calculation. Various methods such as DEFINE (6), P-SEA (7), and VoTAP (13) contain algorithms that have already been developed to assign secondary structure elements from models generated from cryo-EM envelopes. The second reason is that as faster methods for generating secondary structure elements from protein structures are necessary for high capacity structure comparison studies, algorithms accurately identifying secondary structure elements using only Cα have the potential to enhance the speed of calculation.

Most widely used secondary structure assignment methods such as DSSP identify structural elements based on N-H and C=O hydrogen bonding patterns from X-ray or NMR-determined coordinates. Secondary structure assignment algorithms using limited Cα information have been developed as well, but their accuracy is only ~80% compared to DSSP. We have hereby developed SABA (Secondary Structure Assignment Program Based on only Alpha Carbons) with ~90% accuracy. SABA defines a novel geometrical parameter, termed a pseudo center, which is the midpoint of two continuous Cαs. SABA is capable of identifying α-helices, 310-helices, and β-strands with high accuracy by using cut-off criteria on distances and dihedral angles between two or more pseudo centers. In addition to assigning secondary structures to Cα-only structures, algorithms using limited Cα information with high accuracy have the potential to enhance the speed of calculations for high capacity structure comparison. [BMB reports 2011; 44(2): 118-122]
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Fig. 1. Pseudo center definition for a polypeptide chain and distribution of pseudo center distances and Cα-Cα distances between hydrogen bonding atoms in the α-helices of the entire PDB. (a) When a pseudo center is defined as the midpoint of two consecutive Cαs, then N-H and C=O, which participate in backbone hydrogen bonding, are closer to the pseudo center than to Cα. (b) When all α-helices in the entire PDB were analyzed, the standard deviation of the distances between i' and i'+3 pseudo centers was smaller (0.27) than that between i and i+4 Cαs (0.32). Hence, pseudo center can be a good candidate for the parameterization of secondary structure elements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pseudo center and development of SABA

If a pseudo center is defined as the midpoint of two consecutive Cαs, then the positions of N-H and C=O, which participate in backbone hydrogen bonding, are closer to the pseudo center than to the Cα (Fig. 1a). As a result, when the α-helices in the entire PDB were analyzed, the standard deviation of the distances between pseudo centers i' and i'+3 was smaller (0.27) than that between i and i+4 Cαs (0.32) (Fig. 1b). This suggests that the use of pseudo centers should be beneficial compared to the use of Cα based geometrical criteria as in P-SEA (7). Cut-off criteria for secondary structure elements solely based on this pseudo center distance resulted in ~90% accuracy compared to DSSP in assigning the helical structure elements; however, the criteria using dihedral angles from four consecutive pseudo centers as well as the Cα-Cα distances were further included for better assignment of the β-strands.

Various criteria of the distances between two pseudo centers, dihedral angles from four continuous pseudo centers, and Cα-Cα distances were all taken into consideration when setting the secondary structure element cut-off criteria, which gave the best matched result compared to identification by DSSP. To easily compare our results in reference to the most recent VoTAP (13) results, we used the same Statset and Checkset used by Mormon et al. for the parameterization and analysis of our pseudo center criteria results. An optimization program to set the converging boundary was programmed in Python using selected 230 PDB coordinates from the 282 coordinates previously defined as Statset (13) in order to give the best cut-off criteria for each secondary structure element (Table 1). Fifty-two coordinates of the original Statset were excluded due to an existing sequence gap or a diffraction resolution lower than 2 Å.

By using the various cut-off criteria for each secondary structure elements based on pseudo centers and Cα-Cα distances (see Methods section and Table 1), we have developed a program called SABA in Python to assign the secondary structure elements (SABA can be run from the website http://ebio.ssu.ac.kr/saba).

Example of SABA identification with nuclear transport factor 2

As an example test case, the secondary structure elements of nuclear transport factor 2 (PDB ID: 1OUN) from Statset (13)
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Table 1. List of distance cut-off criteria defined for assigning each secondary structure element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary structure Conditions* and cut-offs</th>
<th>α-helix†</th>
<th>3_10-helix†</th>
<th>Parallel</th>
<th>β-sheet†</th>
<th>Anti-parallel</th>
<th>β-sheet§</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α-helix†</td>
<td>4.21 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 3) &lt; 5.23 Å</td>
<td>43.5° &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 1, i' + 2, i' + 3) &lt; 78.3°</td>
<td>5.14 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 3) &lt; 9.12 Å</td>
<td>4.21° &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 1, i' + 2, i' + 3) &lt; 119.5°</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3_10-helix†</td>
<td>4.21 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 3) &lt; 5.23 Å</td>
<td>43.5° &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 1, i' + 2, i' + 3) &lt; 78.3°</td>
<td>5.14 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 3) &lt; 9.12 Å</td>
<td>4.21° &lt; pseudo center (i', i' + 1, i' + 2, i' + 3) &lt; 119.5°</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>2.58 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', j') &lt; 5.18 Å</td>
<td>4.34 Å &lt; pseudo center (i'-1, j'-1) &lt; 5.03 Å</td>
<td>4.36 Å &lt; pseudo center (i' + 1, j' - 1) &lt; 5.27 Å</td>
<td>1.42 Å &lt; Ca (i + 1, j) &lt; 5.99 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-sheet†</td>
<td>4.16 Å &lt; pseudo center (i' + 1, j' - 1) &lt; 5.27 Å</td>
<td>2.58 Å &lt; pseudo center (i', j') &lt; 5.18 Å</td>
<td>4.36 Å &lt; pseudo center (i' + 1, j' - 1) &lt; 5.27 Å</td>
<td>1.42 Å &lt; Ca (i + 1, j) &lt; 5.99 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-parallel</td>
<td>No β-sheet relation for i-1 and j+ 2 residues, when pseudo center (i'-2, j'+ 2) &gt; 5.64 Å</td>
<td>or 3.00 Å &lt; Ca (i-2, j+ 3) &lt; 6.70 Å</td>
<td>No β-sheet relation for i+ 2 and j-1 residues, when pseudo center (i' + 2, j' - 1) &gt; 5.26 Å</td>
<td>or 1.42 Å &lt; Ca (i + 3, j- 2) &lt; 5.99 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pseudo center (i', j'): distance between i' and j' pseudo centers; pseudo center (i', i', k', i'): dihedral angle of i', j', k and i' pseudo centers; Ca (i, j): distance between i and j Cαs. †Prolines are excluded in helical structure identification, i and j residues should be more than four residues apart. §Some exclusions are applied at the end residues for the identification of anti-parallel β-sheets.

were identified using SABA and subsequently compared with the DSSP results (Fig. 2). 1OUN was only chosen since it contains all of the secondary structure elements (α-helix, parallel β-sheet, anti-parallel β-sheet), except for a 3_10-helix. In SABA, all of the pseudo centers for the protein were defined, and the intra-distances between them were calculated from the coordinate information. Amino acid pairs, which satisfied the pseudo center distance cut-offs for the secondary structure elements (Table 1), are plotted (Fig. 2b). In the plot, α-helices (a, b, e) are positioned at the center with a positive slope due to the systemic i and i+4 residue interaction. Parallel β-sheets (c, i) are positioned at the corner of the plot with a positive slope, and anti-parallel β-sheets are positioned at the center with a negative slope due to the respective nature of the parallel or anti-parallel alternating β-strands. In this test case featuring nuclear transport factor 2, SABA shows 94.9% accuracy compared to DSSP in assigning the secondary structure elements (Fig. 2c).

SABA identification on Checkset

Using SABA, secondary elements were identified using a separate set of 183 PDB coordinates previously defined as Checkset (13) in order to minimize skew bias resulting from the analysis of the same coordinates that were used to set the geometric cut-offs. Ten coordinates from the original 193 in Checkset were excluded from our test set due to existing sequence gaps. The accuracies of the results were compared to DSSP. The comparison of the overall accuracy of the structural element identification between SABA and DSSP of the Checkset is shown in Table 2, and the individual accuracy results of Statset and Checkset is shown in the Supplementary Table. The overall accuracy of SABA in comparison to DSSP was 90.6%, which was also checked reciprocally to account for any bias from over-identification (Table 2), as false-positive over-identification of α-helices or β-sheets can inadvertently increase the accuracy.

In conclusion, we have developed a novel method for identifying secondary structure elements using distances and dihedral angles from pseudo centers and Cα-Cα distances. SABA operated with ~90% accuracy compared to DSSP using only the Cα information, which is a 7-10% improvement compared to DSSP.
to other similar methods such as VoTAP, P-SEA, and DEFINE. Given the accuracy of SABA based only on Cα coordinates, this method will assist the rapid identification of secondary structure elements in high-throughput studies whose aims are to compare vast numbers of proteins.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

α-helix

Pseudo center distance and dihedral angle cut-offs between two spatially proximal residues were used to determine the α-helices. In a typical α-helix, hydrogen bonding between residues i(C=O) and i+4 (N-H) results in i' and i'+3 pseudo centers in a close range. As an example, hydrogen bonding between C=O (residue 4) and N-H (residue 8) produced pseudo centers 4' and 7' proximal (Supplementary Fig. a). Distance cut-off between these two pseudo centers (i', i'+3; 4', 7') along with the dihedral angle of the i', i+1, i'+2, and i'+3 pseudo centers (4', 5', 6', and 7'), which predicts the approximate directions of N-H and C=O, were used in the following form for identification of α-helices. [Pseudo center distance (i', i'+3) between 4.2-5.23 Å; pseudo center dihedral angle (i', i'+1, i'+2, i'+3) between 43.5-78.3°] α-helices were not defined for proline residues since they lack the main-chain N-H necessary for hydrogen bonding. Other criteria such as Cα-Cα distance did not show any improvement in the structural assignment results.

3α-helix

Similar to α-helix, pseudo center distance and dihedral angle cut-offs between two spatially proximal residues were used to determine the 3α-helices. In a 3α-helix, hydrogen bonding between residues i(C=O) and i+3 (N-H) results in i' and i'+2 pseudo center in a close range. As an example, hydrogen bonding between C=O (residue 4) and N-H (residue 7) produced pseudo centers 4' and 6' proximal (Supplementary Fig. b). As was the case for α-helix, both pseudo center distance (i', i'+2; 4', 6') and dihedral angle (i', i'+1, i'+3, i'+4; 4', 5', 6', 7') were evaluated for defining 3α-helices. Inclusion of additional distance criteria between other nearby pseudo centers such as (i'+1, i'+3) and (i'+1, i'+3) resulted in an improved identification [Pseudo center distance (i', i'+2) < 4.82 Å; pseudo center dihedral angle (i', i'+1, i'+2, i'+3) between 42.1-119.5°; pseudo center distance (i'+1, i'+3) < 5.24 Å; pseudo center distance (i', i'+3) between 5.14-9.12 Å] 3α-helices were not defined for proline residues for the same reason as for the α-helix. Other criteria using Cα-Cα distance did not show any improvement in the structural assignment results.

β-strands

For β-strands, two β-strands in close proximity with each other, forming either a parallel or an anti-parallel β-sheet, were a prerequisite to identification. Further, due to the limited in-

formation of using only Cα coordinates, it was important that the pairs of hydrogen bonding residues of the β-sheets are correctly assigned. Hence, it was necessary to pair the two closest residues in two or more β-strands and then subsequently pair the rest prior to using any pseudo center criteria.

**Parallel β-sheet**

To identify the parallel β-sheet relationship between two β-strands, pseudo center distances of (i', j') and (i'-1, j'-1) were used to define the parallel β-sheet relationships between the i-1/j and j-1/i residues. For instance, two pseudo center distances of (14', 64') and (13', 63') had to be within the cut-off range in order to be assigned a parallel β-sheet (Supplementary Fig. c). [Pseudo center distance (i', j') between 2.58-5.18 Å; pseudo center distance (i'-1, j'-1) between 4.34-5.03 Å; i and j residues must be more than four residues apart.] Other criteria such as pseudo center dihedral angles or Cα-Cα distances did not show any improvement in the structural assignment results.

**Anti-parallel β-sheet**

Similar to the parallel β-sheet, pseudo center distances of (i', j') and (i'+1, j'+1) were used in conjunction with Cα-Cα distance criteria between the i+1 and j residues, resulting in optimal anti-parallel β-sheet relationships between the i+1/j and j+1/i residues. For instance, two pseudo center distances of 16'/65' and 17'/64', as well as Cα distances between 17/65, had to be within the cut-off range in order to be assigned an anti-parallel β-sheet (Supplementary Fig. d). [Pseudo center distance (i', j') between 4.36-5.19 Å; pseudo center distance (i'+1, j'+1) between 4.16-5.27 Å; Cα distance (i+1, j) between 1.42-5.99 Å].

However, unlike the parallel β-sheet, further distance criteria had to be applied at the two N- and C-termini of the anti-parallel β-sheet, which showed the highest inconsistency between its SABA and DSSP results. This probably was due to the residues frequently diverging at the ends of the anti-parallel β-sheets. Diverging residues in β-strands often cause incorrect N-H and C=O orientations, which disrupt hydrogen bonding. However, whether or not the residues do so was difficult to predict by just using the Cα coordinates. To take this into account, the distance cut-off for the end residues was further considered after the anti-parallel relationship had been set based on the above criteria. If the pseudo center distance of one end (i'-2, j'+2) was larger than 5.64 Å or the Cα distance of (i-2, j+3) was between 3.00-6.70 Å, then residues i-1 and j+2 were not assigned as an anti-parallel β-sheet. Likewise, if the pseudo center distance of the other end (i'+2, j'-2) was larger than 6.26 Å or the Cα distance of (i+3, j-2) was between 1.42-5.99 Å, then residues i+2 and j-1 were not assigned as an anti-parallel β-sheet.

For example, residues 14 and 68 forming an anti-parallel β-sheet relationship depends on whether residues 13 and 69 form a hydrogen bonding pair (Supplementary Fig. d). Since the existence of hydrogen bonding pairs is especially difficult
to verify at the beginning and the end of a β-sheet just based on the Cα coordinates, we provided more strict criteria at these termini region. When the pseudo center distance of (13', 68') was larger than 5.64 Å or the Cα distance (13, 69) was between 3.00-6.70 Å, residues 14 and 68 were not assigned as an anti-parallel β-sheet. Likewise, when the pseudo center distance of (20', 61') was larger than 6.26 Å or the Cα distance (21, 61) was between 1.42-5.99 Å, residues 20 and 62 were not assigned as an anti-parallel β-sheet.

Secondary structure elements other than those mentioned above were classified as a coil.
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